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What does it mean to say “I love you” in the digital age? Fresh Off the Boat author and host of

VICELAND’s Huang’s World Eddie Huang swipes right and meets his perfect match in this

short tale of “shooting your shot.”Julie, 28, Chicago. All Eddie had were her photos—her green

eyes and her wayward posture. Who made the first move doesn’t matter—or does it? Off jump,

he could tell she was bad news and a great catch. But how to bring it to the real world? That’s

what a whirlwind vacation in St. Barth’s is for. Follow along as one man tries to turn his

supreme confidence and complete vulnerability into three little words.Single Asiatic Male

Seeks Ride or Die Chick is part of The Real Thing, a collection of moving, hilarious, and big-

hearted essays on the modern realities of friendship, romance, commitment, and love, with art

by Geoff McFetridge. Each story can be read—or listened to—in a single sitting.

About the AuthorEddie Huang is the author of Double Cup Love and the New York Times

bestselling memoir Fresh Off the Boat, which was made into a series for ABC. He currently

hosts Huang’s World on VICELAND. Eddie lives in New York City. Follow him on Twitter

@MrEddieHuang and check him out at www.BaohausNYC.com.About the ArtistGeoff

McFetridge is an artist and designer whose work has been mounted at institutions and

galleries around the world. He has created graphics and logotypes for clients including

Patagonia, Google, Nike, and Apple. McFetridge is the winner of the 2016 Cooper-Hewitt

Smithsonian National Design Award.
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Gloria, “Ride or Die Means to Love. I enjoyed reading this story. It says to the world that we all

have a desire for and to be Loved in return. Even if it takes a long time to hear those Words.”

Victore Antonioni Hasegawa, “A love story that people of all backgrounds. Eddie Huang hits

another home run with a book for the new generation! A love story that people of all

backgrounds, genders, and creed can relate to.”

Ross Gutierrez, “Easy and enjoyable read. Eddie writes about totally relatable experiences. I

enjoyed the journey he took me through for that short while. It was a nice little escape. Easy

read. There was nothing I didn't like about his story.”

M Paz, “REAL Love Story. So real Eddie Huang always keeps it 100. Never let's me down I was

feeling it hard. Had me anxious.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Cool man. It's cool, you can read it in 30 min, it's about love and written

by Eddie Huang, What else you Need?”

The book by Eddie Huang has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 132 people have provided feedback.
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